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4BSTRACT minimizing grid orientation effects, Coats and Ramesh (4)
applied the prooedure proposed by Yanoeikand McCracken

h the pact few years there has been increased interest in to simulating thermal recovery processes and obtained a
modeling miscible and thermal recovery processes by the similar reduction of grid orientation effects.
.!seof reservoir simulation models, The prediction of sharp
maturation or temperature fronts resulting from these The application of nine-point difference equf,tlons to
processes has shown that these simulators can in many homogeneoussystems with uniformgrid spacing & straight-
casesbe very senaitlve to grid orientation. One method for forward. However the extension to non-uniformgrids with
minimizing the effect of grid sensitivity is to describe the
difference equations with a nine-point rather than the

heterogeneous permeability is not as simple as it might
first appear. This paper presents a consistent method for

standard five-point finite difference approximations,
[nherent in the use of the nine-point approximations is the

calculating the nine~oint transmissibilities that may be

neceseity for calculating consistent t~ansmissibility
u6ed in a reservoir model of arbitrary heterogeneity and
irregular or non-uniform grid spacing, Examples are

coefficients. Previously published methods for calculating
these coefficients do not have general applicability to

included that show the differences between this proposed

heterogeneous reservoirs and/or various irregular grid
method and that of Yanosikand McCrackem

spat ings. This paper presents a method for calculating BACKGROUND
nine-point transmissibilities for a general heterogeneous
system with unequalgrid spacing. A five-point difference formulation only considers flow

INTRODUCTION
between a grid point and the four blocks that are adjacent
to ite boundaries. Figure 1 showsa portion of a typical two

Recent interest in recovering oil from heavy oil reservoirs
dimensional grid system. The five-point formulation

has led to the development of reservoir models that can
considers flow between points (i, j), (i, j-l)} (i+l~j). (i-l ~j)

accurately model such processes as miscible displacement,
and (i, j+l), A nine-point difference formulation considere
these points plus the flow between point (i; j) Md its four

steam floodingand in-aitti combustion, Theeeprocesses are
often characterized by two phenomena. First there exists

corner points at (i-1, j-l), (i+l, j-l), (i-l? j+l) and (i+l~j+l),

a high viscosity ratio between the displaced fluid (oil) and
the displacing fluid (carbon dioxide, steam, miscible gas,

Yanosik and McCracken published an e~cellent paper

etc.). Second, the residual oil saturation behind the
describing a method for formulating the nine-point

displacement front can be quite low. This results in an
difference equations describing flow in porous media. The

unfavorable mobility ratio piston-type displacement.
equation that they proposed to describe two-dimensional
flow of phase p was given as,

Reservoir simulation modeIs utilizing standard five-point
differencing techniques can exhibit severe grid orientation
effects when applied to unfavorable mobiltty ratio

()

:.ka
displacement prooesses, A number of investigators have ( ‘$i+l,j - %/
studied grid orientation effects using five-point difference

J$ Bp i+l,j

methods such as Todd et al(l) and Coats(2). One method
proposed to minimize the effect of grid orientation is to

()

Tk
use nine-point difference equation% Yanosik and +-4?-

MoCracken‘3)
~p Bp i-t,j @i-l,j - ‘%,j

proposed a method of applying nine-point
difference equations to reservoir simulation problems and
showed results that indicate this approach is helpful in

()

:.:Q
+ #tp Be ~,j+~ ( %,j+l - o~,)

———
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()
h+l/2,j) Simply as T12 and a diagonal transmissibility

>
@i,j-1 - *i,] between points (i, j) and (i+l, j+l) TW ~+1J2,~1f2simPly as

~p Bp i,j-1 ’14’

‘( )

One point of clarification must be made about the
%

(* i+l,j-1 - @i,)
following development that is a result of only considering

~p Bp i+l,j-i the region defined by the four points, The edge trans-
mIseIbilities which correspond to the normal x a!id y
direction transmissibllities are computed only for the region

‘( )

interior to the four points and do not include the contribu-
=

(*i-1,j-1 - %,/
tion from the section of the grid block outaide the defined

~p Bp i-+,j-+
region, For example the paper by Yanosikand McCracken
wouldcalculate the x4irection transmissibility Tx from

()

Tx = Txl + TA2 - T
:.k&

Xyl - ly2 (2)
.

~p Bp i+i,j+i ( *i+l,j+l - *i,/
as shuwn in Figure 5, The app.’oachused here is only to
calculate the portion of the Tx derived from the region of

()

four points, i,%Tk

‘ * i.i,j+i(@i-l,j+l - %,j ‘x(4 point region) = ‘xl - ‘xyl (3)

VA.%
The total Tx would have to be calculated by adding the

t q= at B value TX2 from the missing part of the grid block and
P

(1) subtracting off its diagonal contribution T~2, This has no

effect on the anayleis which ia presented only for the four-

[ntheir paper the authors propose a method for calculating point region to simplify the equations, Final value of x

the transmiseibilities T that may be used in equation (1). and y transmisaibilitles may be easily computed using this

I’hiepaper follows that of Yanosikand McCracken in that method in a simple program, Note that even though the

k begins with equation (1) and develops another procedure
edge transmissdbillties are only one component, the

for calculating the tranamissibilitiea diagonal transmissibility TW1 is the full conplete value,

DEVELOPMENTOF EQUATIONS Nowreferring again to the simplified numberingscheme in
Figure 4, the four-point region transmissibility equations as

Consider a finits difference grid system with variable presented by Yanosikand McCracken (hereafter called the

spacing in both x and y directions as shown in Figure 2.
Amoco Method)may be written as

Throughout this paper the term uniform grid spacing will
mean a rectangular grid with all Ax values constant and
all Ay values constant but not necessarily equaL The
square grid case is a subset of the uniform grid with Ax ’12 = ~k 12*-Txy (4)
end Ay constant and equaL The term non-uniform or
irr Iar grid will mean a rectangular grid where Ax

Tand or Ay are not constan~ The normmiform grid is
also often referred to as variable grid spacing in the
literature. Only the four grid points shown in the shaded ’34 = ~k34~-T
area will be considered from here on as only this section is XY (5)
required for the following development This section of
the grid lashown in more detail in Figure 3. Note that the
permeabilitles within each of the four areas defined by the
grid boundaries are in ge!~eralunequal; however, within any ’13 = ~k 13*-Txy (6)
individual area, the permeability is constan~ In order to
simplify the nomenclature and minimize the subscripting
needed in this developmen~ these same four points are
shown in Figure 4 with an easier numbering conventlom ’24 = ~k24~-TV
The four grid points are numbered 1 through 4, the (7)
intersection of the grid block boundaries and this region
boundary are numbered5,7,8 and 9 and the intersection of
the grid block boundaries inside the region is point number
6, The permeability of each of the sections is k through

whero

ik4 and the dimensions are Axl, A%, yl and

Ay2. The thioknesa of the missing dimension is taken to kmn = ~ (km + kn) (8)

be unity, The reason for simplifying the nomenclature Ls ‘
because transmlasibllltles nwat be defined between all
these points and lt Lseasier for example to refer to the x Ax ~Y

‘w = ’14 = ’23 = + %y (9)
direction permeability between points (1, j) and (i+l, j) Tx AX2+ Ay2
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+ (kl + k2 + k3 + k4)
‘w =

(lo)

Ax ❑ Axl + AX2 (11)

Ay = AY1+ AY2 (12)

Several problems arise when applying these equations to
heterogeneous systems, First, areas of zero porosity
present a problem. Second, anisotropy is not considered
and finally the equations are independent of individualgrid
block sizes. The equations depend only on the total Ax
and Ay. The individual Axk and Ay’s do not
appear so the location of block boundaries is not accounted
for.

The development from here on relates to the new proposed
method for calculating the nine-point transmissibilitiee,
First, to treat the problem of anisotropy, let

‘lx = permeability in block 1 in x direction

kly = permeability in blcwk1 in y direction

then assuminga harmonic average, for block 1

(Axl + AY1) ‘lx ‘lY
k (13)

Xyl = klx Ayl + kly Axl

with similar expressions for the other three blocks to get

kxy2’ kxy3 and %y4’ The value of kxyl is the absolute

permeability in the diagonal direction which will be used in
calculating the diagonal transmiseibility only. Note that
while the use of equation (13) is arbitrary and intuitive, it
does reduce to kl if there is no anisotropy and it yields

$@ equal to zero if either klx or kly is zero, which
should also be true. Furthermore, it weights the individual
directional permeabilities by distance in both directions,
Now within each of the four regions a diagonal transmis-
sibility is calculated from the Amoco Methodas

(14)

AX2 Ayl
’26 = @kv2

Ax; + Ay:
(15)

Axl AY2
’36 = u kw3 (16)

Ax; + ~y:

Ax2 AY2
’46 = w kv4 (17)

Ax; + Ay:

——

where w is a conetant to be determined. A value of
td equal to 4/3 will give results identical to the Amoco
Method for a uniform (square or non~uare) grid spacing
with homogeneousisotropic permeability.

Now the problem of calcubtlng the edge or llnormall~
T and T24 will be illustratedtransm~ibi~ties T12~T13~ 34

‘or ‘he ’12 coefficient, The edge x direction transmis-

sibility T12 muet contain four elements, the value from
point 1 to point 8, plus the value from point 2 to point 8
and muet be reduced by the diagonal transmksibilities from
both points 1 and 2 to point 6, Therefore

AY1
’18 = klx ~ (18)

AY1
’28 = k2x q (19)

Nowusing a harmonic average of the transmissibilities,

’18’28 - ’16’26
’12 = %%8 ’16 + ’26 (20)

Equation (20) insures that the sum of the two parallel flow
paths through points 1-8-2 plus 1-6-2 will give the exact x
direction flow capacity for the layer of thickness, AY1,
Similar expressions may be derived for the remaining three
edge transmiesibilities T13, T34 and T24.

Now assuming steady-state incompressible flow, mase
balance equations may be written for each corner point and
the centf,f point as, -

-(T12 + T13 + T16)P1+ T12P2+ ‘13p3 + ‘16p6 = ‘1

T12P1- (T12+ T24 + T26)p2+ T24p4+ T26p6= Q2

T13P1- (T13+ T34+ T36)P3+ T34P4+ T36P6❑ Q3

+ T46)P4+ T46P6❑ Q4‘24P2 + ‘34P3 - (T34+ ’24

‘16P1 + ‘26P2 + ‘36p3 + ‘46p4 - (T16+ ’26 + ’36 +

T46)P6= QfJ

(21)

(22)

(23)

(2!)

(25)

Where Pj is the pressure and Qj is the production rate at
point j, The contralnte on the rates Qj are that the sum at
the rates must be zero and that the rate at the center
point, Q6~must alec be zero, Note that the equations do

not contain pressures at points 5, 7, 8 and 9 since the
transmiseibilities T56, T76, T86 and T96 are all zero
because the thicknezs of the flow path assigned between

r
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1

these points is zero. The left hand side of equations (21) with similar expmaions for the t28, t36 and t46. Second
through (25) is a (5 x 5) matrix of the form note that equation (20) for the edge transmiseibillty T12 is

PI P2 P3 p4 p6
of the form

equation 1 x x x O x

equation 2 x x O x x

equation 3 x O x x x

equation 4 0 x x x x

’16 ’26
’12 = ’12 ‘T16 + T26

(26)

where

(33)

equation5 x x x x x

If the variable p6 is eliminated from equation (26) UShg

the element (5,5)as the pivot element the result k a (4)4)
matrix involving only pressures at the four corner point%
1! the (4,4) matrix is then manipulated so that the right
hand side Q%reappear as the origina~ unmodified values,
the resulting (4,4) matrix must have the followingform:

x ’12 ’13 ’14 (27)

xx ’23 ’24

xx x ’34

’18 ’28
’12 ~ %%

(34)

Therefore aombiningequations (28), (29) and (33) the result
is

‘t16 ’26
’12 ‘T12- —’16 + ’26

(35)

with similar expressions for the other edge values, If
equation (35) and its analogs are substituted into the mass
balances and the partial elimination to the (4x4) matrix is
,performedan expression for T12 is obtained)

xx x x I (36)

where the Ts represent the six transmissibilities for the
nine-point difference equations, One serious problem
oocura if the development stops here for both this proposed
method or in the Amoco Method! it is possible to use
heterogeneity such that at least one of the edge
transmiseibilitles T12, T13, T34 or T24 can turn out to be
negative, If any negative value is set to zero, the total
system will not match the overall or correct fluid
conductivity so merely zeroing a negative value is not
correot,

In order to eliminate the problem of zero edge values and
remove the inconsistency, first note the diagonal
transmissibilities az defined by equations (14) through (17)
are of the form

’16 ❑ W16 (28)

’26 = cdt26 (29)

’36 = (ot36 (30)

’46 = wt46

where

(31)

’12 ‘t16 ’26

[

’36= T12 - ,-, + ’46

’16 + ’26 ’16 + ’26 + ’36 + ’461
Now going back to the Amoco Method as described by
equation (3)

’12 = + -TW= -&Tx - T
w (37)

and requiring that T12 must be non-negative, then from

equation (37) for the AmoooMethcd

‘ss2 (38)
ax

Note that the result expressed in equation (38) that the
diagonal transmisaiblllty cannot be greater than twice the
edge value la a direct result of using the equations given by
the Amooo Method. The imposition of this constraint is
arbitrary and could be relaxwl by treating the
transmissibility ratio as another adjustable parameter, Le,

+d
Axl Ayl (30)

’16 2 ‘XYI (32) x
Ax; + Ay; The parameter 6 ccwld possibly be estimated by running
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a simulator and observing the effeot of a varying on
the calculated results. The following development does not
contain this adjustable parameter but uses @ equal to 2
as in the AmoooMethod.

Rearranging equation (38) the result is

Tx a 1/3 (TX+ TV) (40)

Now applying equation (40) which insures a non-negative
edge transmisdbility to the expression for T12 as given in
equation (36) the result is

(41)

Now combining equations (36) and (41) and solving for
and calllng the result WI the answer is

2/3 T12
‘1 s ’16 ’26

[

’36 + ’46

1

(42)

’16 + ’26 ’16 + ’26 + ’36 + ’46

Equation (42) was derived for the edge transmissibility T12

and therefore used properties from regions 1 and 2,
Similar expressions may be derived for the other three
edge transmissihilities using properties from regions 1-3, 3-
4 end 2-4. The results give a value of w for each region.

2/3 T13
(02 s

’16 ’36

[

’26 + ’46

1

(43)

’16 + t
26 $6 ‘t’t26 + t36 + t46-

2/3 T34
~3 5 -t;; f;~—’”—

[ 1_-wh___ (44)
T-+T

46 36 ’16+ ’26+ ’36+ ’46

2/3 T24
~4 ~ ——---

’26 ’46

[

’16 + ’36 1
(45)

-— —-. —
’26 + ’46 ’16+ ’26+ ’36+ ’46

In addition to these four poes!ble values of u given by
equations (42) - (45), one more value must be considerecL
A value of u equal to 4/3 will give results identical to
the Amooo Me~hod for all tranemisalbil.tties in a
homogtmeou~ uniform grid spacing modeL The Amooo
paper shows a value of 2/3 in their final paper which is
equivalent to the SS1Method value of 4/3. Therefore, to
insure that no negative transmiseibilities will arise,

cd= minimumof 4/3, WI) U2? @31@4 (46)

I A. D. MODINE

Therefore, the procedure used to calculate all final nine
point transmh?sibilitiesis!

1.

2.

3.

4*

5*

6,

7.

8,

9*

Calculate the four values of t16, t26, t36 and t46

from equation (32)and its analogs,

Calculate the four T values T12, T13, T34 and T24
from equation (34)and its analoga

Calculate the four w values from equations (42) -
(45).

Choose the minimum w as expressed by equation
(46).

Calculate the four uncorrected edge value transmis-
sibilities T12, T13, T34, and T24, from equation (20)

and its analogs,

Calculate the four interior diagonal transmissibilities
T16, T26, T36, and T46 from equations (14)- (17).

Substitute all these eight transmissibilities into the
mass balances?equations (21)- (25).

Reduce the matrix to the (4x4)matrix and obtain the
final six transmissibilities as shownin equation (27).

Move to the next four ~oint region and then augment
the edge transmlseibilfiies by ~heir component-from
the other part of each grid celL

Once this is complete the final result is a set of nine-point
transmissibilities that insure no negative values, preserve
the total flow capacity at each point regardless of
heterogeneity and grid spacing, and are harmonically
averaged as series resistance to flow in all directions.
Note that zero values or missing grid blocks are valid in
any direetiom

The value of @ chosen as the minimumof the five possible
choices does not preclude values less than this calculated
minimum, For example, a given system may yield a
minimum @value of 1,0, however, a value of 0,5 !s still
valid in that no negative transmissibilities oocur for values
less than the minimum. Therefore, it is possible to use the
@ as an adjustable parameter, Apriori selection of this
value would appear to be difficult in that no theoretical
value seems evident, and the value chosen for any
particular heterogeneous grid system may not be
transportable to another system, Possibly further research
and analysis may allow a more general method for
selecting w values that best reduce grid orientation
effeck

DISCUSSION

Comparing this procedure with the Amoco Method
illustrates that the two methods can give quite different
results, Figure 6 shows transmissibility coefficients for a
square rid system calculated by both methods, Note these

fmefflc ents are not true transmiaslbilitles for use in a
simulator as they contain no conversion constants but only
include the geometry and permeability and the edge values
are only for the four point region as discussed previously,
Regardlessof these two considerations, the ratio between
these values and true transmiselbllitles is vallcL Also when
examining these drawings it should be noted that both
diagonal values are labeled [n the SS1Methodonly when the
two values are unequal and both diagonalvalues are always

169
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equal in the Amoco Method, The top drawing in Figure 6
shows that for a square grid with uniform permeability
both methods cre identicaL The lower thwe drawings show
the difference between the two methods for heterogeneous
permeability square grid systems. Note the at?Pearanceof
negative values in the Amoco Method even for the square
grid case.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the two methods
for non-uniformspacing grid system. As in the square grid
cases, certain permeability distributions can yield negative
transmissibilitiea as shown in the middle two drawings, It
is significant to note that even for the homogeneous
permeability distribution shown in the top drawing of
Figure 7, the two methwls give different results. The
importance of this fact may be observed if one considers
the grid to be vertical and a well producingat the left hand
side of this element For simplicity assume the pressures
are equal in the vertical direction so the well should be
producing according to the Kh product from each layer.
Thus the rate from the top layer should be five times the
rate from the lower layer. For the Amoco Methoq since
the edge transmissibilities are both equal to 0.058 and both
diagonals are equal to 0,917, the rate from each layer
wouldbe identica~ not five to one, For the SS1Methodthe
rate would be proportional to the edge plus the diagonal
transmissibility values for each layer or,

Ratio = .21667 + .0333 5
.01607 + .0333 = ~

Therefore, the SS1 Method would preserve the correct
production distributiorb

An additional feature of the SS1Method is that since all
permeabilities are ‘harmonicized” to include the effects of
permeability heterogeneity and variable grid spacing, this
method will give results consistent with the series
resistance to flow concep~ Such a treatment is necessary
to calcuhte correct pressure distributions in any stratified
system.

CONCLUSIONS

1. A simple method has been developed for calculating
transmissibility coefficients for inclusion in nine
point difference equations that gives consistent
results for heterogeneous permeabjtity distribution%

2* The method is applicable to nonuniform or variable
grid spacings,

3, Coefficients calculated by this method will preserve
the concept of series flow in resistant%

NOMENCLATURE

B= formation volume factor

k= absolute permeability

kr = relative permeability

P= pressure

Q= production rate

~= production or injection rate

s= saturation

T= transmissibility

t = time

t mn = permeability-geometry factor for point m,n

v= grid block volume

Ax = x direction distance between grid point and grid
block boundary

Ay = y direction distance between grid point and grid
block boundary

P= maximum ratio of diagonal to edge transmis-
sibility

P= viscosity

*’ flow potential

0= porosity

w= transmissibility weighting coefficient

T= harmonic averaged transmissibility

SUBSCRIPTS

i = x direction grid block index

j = y direction grid block index

m,n = point numbers in four point grid system

P= phase index

x= x direction value

Y= y direction value

w= diagonal value
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